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The unexpected shock caused by COVID-19 has boosted 
both incipient and established megatrends. Post-COVID, 
investors are following two different strategies: cash flow 

protection, seeking secure cash flows to hedge inflation; and 
building on the core, by developing and repositioning assets 

to benefit from the supply and demand imbalance.

2020 was one of the most challenging years 
for decades. The unexpected arrival of 
COVID-19 brought the world to a halt and 
caused an impact on our society in terms of 
how we live, work and enjoy ourselves, from 
which there is no turning back. The world will 
no longer be the same after COVID-19, which 
has accelerated structural changes that were 
already in progress.

The global economy suffered a recession, 
and Spain was no exception, as it saw its GDP 
fall by around 11% in 2020, unemployment 
reach approximately 17% and the deficit 
give rise to a sovereign national debt level of 
about 120% of GDP (+24 points vs. 2019).

The Spanish economy was, and still is, heavily 
affected due to a 77% drop in foreign visitors, 
which reduced the number of tourists from 
83 million in 2019 to 19 million in 2020. Also, 
the first quarter of 2021 showed a non-
recovery level of 1.2 million visitors. Tourism 
and leisure, banking and real estate are 
the industries most affected by this market 
environment.

The end of lockdowns and restrictions, 
together with the speed of vaccination 
programmes, are the key drivers of economy 
recovery. The Bank of Spain now estimates 
that the Spanish economy will grow by 6% in 
2021.

2020 – The year COVID hit
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Investment trends paint a positive and mixed picture

Real estate investment volume (2020)

Source: Deloitte and Real Capital Analytics.

Despite this economic context, the economy 
has tailwinds that can enable it to make a 
speedy and strong recovery:

• Central bank liquidity programmes
(quantitative easing) have driven real estate
yields to their highest spread versus risk-free
rate  since 2013, with probable future yield
compression in premium assets.

• Capital values are still below their peak
(2007) in real terms, although in a lower
interest rate environment, and there is
still room for value-add assets and market
consolidation.

• Unemployment rates are lower than the
levels expected at the beginning of the crisis
caused by the pandemic: in Spain a rebound
at a peak level of 21-22% was expected, but

The global real estate investment volume 
fell by an unprecedented 30% in 2020. 
In terms of asset classes, the hospitality 
industry recorded the sharpest decline with 
a 61% decrease on 2019.

In Europe, the real estate investment volume 
dropped by 22% in 2020, as Spain recorded 
the most significant decreases, with a 54% 
slump for the year and a drastic average 
decrease of 67% per quarter after Q2.

currently there is a consensus that the level 
will not exceed 18.5%, boosting disposable 
income and expenditure.

• The Next Generation EU plan will be a lever 
for growth, digital transformation and 
evolution towards a more efficient and 
sustainable economy. The expectation is that 
Next Gen EU will contribute to a yearly GDP 
increase of around 2%.

• Spain has an unparalleled leisure offering 
and a competitive hospitality industry that 
will attract tourists. The key is the speed of 
vaccination programmes and the provision of 
measures to ensure visitors’ confidence.

In this environment, the influence of Core and 
Core+ in the investment market has increased 
due to market momentum. The investment 
focus has been on the most resilient assets, 
with special importance placed on living 
property, which accounted for 27% of total 
investment (10 years ago: just 7%), as well as 
logistics.2
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The above factors augur well for economic 
recovery and, accordingly, the real estate 
industry expects to gather momentum. 

YoY Quaterly change in volume (20/19)

European 
country

Investment 2020 
(€m)

Yoy 
(20/19)

Q2-Q4 
(20/19) Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Germany              58.600           (23%)  (35%)       50%         6%      (36%)        (52%)

United Kingdom              44.400           (17%)    (18%)      (15%)      (11%)      (26%)        (17%)

France              33.000           (28%)    (40%)       42%      (28%)      (20%)        (57%)

Sweden 17.100             (4%)     (16%)       54%      (35%)      (12%)          (6%)

Netherlands 15.500           (27%)   (34%)       14%      (39%)      (51%)        (20%)

Spain 8.700           (54%)          (67%)      42%     (70%)     (76%)        (57%)

Italy   8.400           (32%)           (40%)       38%      (36%)      (42%)        (42%)

Norway 6.500            15% 23%        (9%)      (33%)      (23%)       127% 

Poland 5.200           (15%) (37%)     119%      (63%)      (14%)        (32%)

Switzerland 5.200            36% 74%      (40%)       40%     417%        (21%)

TOTAL 203.300           (22%)   (32%)       24%      (22%)      (32%)        (38%)
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The value-add strategies 
look more challenging and 
will probably be in more 
of a stand-by situation in 
anticipation of consolidation 
of the economic recovery.

The Future is here
The crisis has affected different asset 
classes in different ways. The unexpected 
shock caused by COVID-19 has generated 
and boosted both incipient and established 
megatrends.

The areas of retail, offices and hotels 
suffered greatly and are now under review 
due to the changes -both temporary and 
structural- to which online sales, remote 
working and travel restrictions have 
given rise. The shock can be described as 
cathartic, without any return to the starting 
point.

Resilient assets have been living properties, 
logistics and data centers, which is 
precisely where there is a lack of an up-to-
date offering to cater for demand-driven 
changing habits.

In this environment, investors are following 
two different strategies:

a. Cash Flow Protection: Seeking secure
cash flows to hedge inflation, mainly in
living, logistics, food retail and prime
offices.

b. Building on the core: Developing and
repositioning assets to benefit from the
supply and demand imbalance.

We estimate that, in this low interest rate 
environment, transactions will occur due 
to need for rotation of value-add investors 
that entered the market between 2017 and 
2019 and long-term investors’ search for 
yielding assets (pensions, sovereign funds, 
core funds).
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Value added & 
opportunity

Outperforming 
asset class

Resorts

Build to rent

Data Center

Logistic

LogisticLiving*

Office

6%

20%

13%

12%

8% 8%

8%

5%

4% 4%

4%

15%

10%

8%

Building on the core 
Developments

Cash Flow Protection 
Standing assets

Overweigh

20%

Food 
Retail 
Unit

8%

4%Core
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5 6Facing Challenges Head-on
The speed of vaccination programmes 
is our toughest short-term challenge. 
Immunity will be a turning point in the 
leisure and travel markets, driving a swift 
recovery after the eighteen months of 
downturn and crisis.

The recovery will mitigate the risk of 
major and long-lasting impacts on labour 
markets. A quick recovery in employment 
rates linked to gradual economic 
openness will unlock unprecedented 
levels of growth, resulting in a partial 
recovery from the impact of the last year.

Recovery-driven demand is challenging 
inflation, and short-term increases should 
be expected. Economic growth backed by 
liquidity programmes could be threatened 
by price expansion containment 
measures, with the subsequent effects 
on interest and yields. We are facing a 
stable outlook for the moment, but real 
estate markets will always be vigilant in 
this regard.

Affordable housing will be highly visible 
in both public and private agendas. This 
is already an issue that must be tackled, 
combining market trends, investment 
appetite and requirements, and public 
policies. The shortage of affordable 
housing (over one million units) is boosting 
build to rent activity in the Spanish 
market.

Above and beyond all trends and 
challenges, we will find sustainability. The 
need to create a better world means that 
ESG is already one of the key investment 
drivers in all underwritings. 2021 is a 
challenging year but, without a doubt, the 
future is here.

Economic Boosters 
The changes we have experienced in 
our way of living, together with the 
need to upgrade and constantly adapt 
cities to meet the demands of modern 
society, will give rise to significant activity 
in terms of the design and planning 
of new major developments. Urban 
regeneration and transformation through 
projects of this kind will attract significant 
market investment. Examples of urban 
regeneration are 22@ in Barcelona and 
the Madrid Nuevo Norte, Renazca, Méndez 
Álvaro and City Airport projects in Madrid.

In addition, ESG will be at the forefront of 
investment criteria. Urban transformation 
will be necessarily and clearly led by these 
principles. Additional capex investments 
will also be more frequent in order 
to perform upgrades to meet these 
standards.

Alongside private investment, the Next 
Generation EU programme will boost 
investments to achieve these and other 
goals. Public-private partnerships will 
become one of the keys to increasing 
development activity in certain areas, 
having already commenced affordable 
housing programmes in Madrid (in both 
the region and city).

Above and beyond all 
trends and challenges, we 

will find sustainability. 
The need to create a 

better world means that 
ESG is already one of the 

key investment drivers in 
all underwritings. 2021 

is a challenging year but, 
without a doubt, the 

future is here.

Real estate 
development is always 

one of the levers for 
economic recovery. 
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